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Instability of Flow with Temperature-Dependent
Viscosity:
A Model of Magma Dynamics
J. A. WHITEHEAD

AND KARL R. HELFRICH

Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

In materiM whose viscosity is very temperature dependent, flow from a chamber through a
cooled slot can develop a fingering instability or time-dependent behavior, depending on the
elastic properties of the chamber, the viscosity-temperaturerelationship, and the geometry of the
slot. A laboratory experiment is describedwhere syrup flows from a reservoir through a tube
immersed in a chilled bath to an exit hole at constant pressure. Flow is either steady or periodic
dependingon the temperature of the bath and the flow rate into the reservoir. A theory indicates
that the transition from steady to periodic flow depends on nonlinearities in the steady state
relation between pressure and flow rate. A general stability criterion is advanced that states that
the Peclet number must be within a certain range for instability to develop. Parametersgoverning
the oscillationperiod are determined. Theory alsoindicatesthat flow through a slot would develop
finger-like instabilities under certain conditions. Qualitative laboratory experiments with paraffin
spreading over a cold plate reveal the fingering.

1.

INTRODUCTION

by the developmentof fingersof melt-and time-dependent
flows. We believe that this is one of the most prevalent
There are many examples in geophysicswhere hot maprocessesin the cooling of hot geologicaland geophysical
teriM from deep in the Earth flows to the surface, where
systems. The approach is to study simple problems, to ilit then cools, slows down and may ultimately even stop
lustrate the features that develop, and to suggestpossible
from that cooling. Obvious examplesare found in volcanic
applications. Duplication of full geologicalcomplexityis bemagma flows, where stoppageis ultimately produced by solidification of the material. However, before the complete

yond our capabilities and in any casecould only be done on

solidification is consummated, flow resistance can increase
from the action of numerous processesthat retard the flow

The closest analogy known to this situation is Saffman-

a case by case basis.

Taylor instability [Saffmanand Taylor, 1958], in which a
upon cooling of the magma. Some examples of processes
fluid
intrudesinto a porousregionor a Hele-Shawcell (two
that increasethe resistanceof magmasflowsare [Hughes,
planewallsseparatedby a smallgap) that containsa second
1982] constrictionof the pipes and conduitsfrom deposi-

tion of crystalsalong the wall; an increasein fluid viscosity
due to cooling;an increasein viscositydue to bulk composition changesthrough preferential crystallization; and the
addition of suspendedcrystals to the fluid upon cooling,
with a consequentdramatic increasein bulk viscosity. One
wonderswhether novel flow structures such as fingers, timedependentsurges,and complicatedfree surfaceshapessuch

more viscousfluid. Under suitable conditions, the interface
between the two fluids will developfinger-like protrusions
that contain the lower-viscosityfluid and extend into the

viscousfluid. The lower-viscosityfluid possesses
less hydraulic resistanceto the large-scalepressurefield and moves
rapidly into the finger. This forcesthe finger tip to advance
farther into the viscous fluid. The examples of SaffmanTaylor instability that have been studied to date, whether
as pahoehoe or pillow lavas are the result of this increasein
with mathematicalanalysisor with laboratory experiments,
resistance.
are inherently time dependent,and the tips continueto move
Magmatic systemsare not the only flowing systemsthat indefinitely. After a long time the regionis filled with veins
encounter an increase of resistance upon cooling. Many
of the low-viscosityfluid; eachvein is surroundedby islands
aquifersdissolveaway minerals under high pressureand temof viscousfluid that are slowlymovingawayfrom the source.
perature and some of these minerals may be redeposited
The final state is never truly steady.
along the walls in other locations of the system where there
An analysis similar to that of Saffman-Taylor but with
are lower pressuresor temperatures. There are numerous
moredirect geochemical
applicationswasconductedby Orcasesboth in terrestrial and deep-seahydrothermal springs
toleva,et al., [1987a].In their problem,an advancing
front
where the systemspulsate, becomerestricted to a few localreactedwith host material to producescallops.They sugized springs,or ultimately becomecloggedby the deposited
gestthat numerousgeologicalfeaturesmay be generatedby
minerals.

this geochemical
self-organization
Ortoleva,et al., [1987b].

Thepurpose
ofthisstudy
istoinvestigate
thedynam-A second
physical
process
forthermal
control
ofbasaltic
icsofflows
thatdevelop
increased
resistance
astheyfloweruptions
hasbeen
recently
developed
byBruce
andHupintocooler
regions
andparticularly
tounderstand
adynamic
pert[1989].
Meltflowing
through
adyke
isshown
tobefuninstability that develops. The instability is characterized

damentally unsteady and either gradually blocksor melts
back the walls of the dyke. It was pointed out that these
results show that such a processleads to flow localization as

Copyfight 1991 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

hypothesized
by McBirney[1984].
Here, a thermal approach similar to that of Bruce and
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Huppert is combinedwith instability considerationsto pro-
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duce a thermal equivalentto either the Saffman-Taylorinstability or the geochemicalself-organization.Insteadof
two materially differing fluids we will have one fluid with
temperature-dependent viscosity. It will flow from the
sourceas a hot fluid and will be cooledthroughthermal

Q=constant

conduction to the cold sidewalls of a Hele-Shaw cell. Un-

like the previously
studiedproblems,
thefinalstatemaybecometruly steady (althoughperiodicor chaoticstatesare
alsopossibilities).The only similiarstudyis by S. Morris
(privatecommunication,
1989),whopredicts
instabilityin

h(t)
T

the aboveproblemin a semi-infinitehalf-space.
In section2 we describea laboratoryexperimentthat il-

room

lustrates
onepossible
situation,whenhotfluidflowsthrough
a cold pipe from an elastic reservoir. The flow is found to
be either steady or periodic, depending on the amount of
increasein viscositythat is produced in the cold region and
the replenishment rate of the reservior.
In section 3 a simple theory is advanced to explain the
observedbehavior. A stability analysisis conductedfor an
idealized problem with flow from an elastic chamberthrough
a slot. In the one-dimensionallimit correspondingto the
experiments in section 2, the theory predicts linear insta-

BATH
T
cold

bilityforcertainparameter
ranges.Thenonlinear
theory Fig. 1. Sketch
oftheapparatus
forgenerating
flowmodulation
from temperature-dependent
viscosity.Corn syrup is fed into a

shows
thata limitcycle
oscillation
willresult.Fortwo-horizontal
tube
ataconstant
rate.Asthesyrup
accumulates,
it
dimensional
flow,lineartheorypredictsa spatialfingeringincreases
pressure
across
a smalloutlettubethatis in contact

instability whichwouldlaterally concentratethe flowin the with a coldbath. Whenthesyrupflowsrapidly,it stayshot,but
when it flows slowly,it gets very cold and viscous.

slot.

In section4 a secondtype of laboratory experiment is described with paraffin spreadingradially from a point source
over a cold plate. It is found that when the Peclet number is of order 1, the radially symmetric flow experiencesa
transition to a fingeringflow. At first, a number of fingers
are visible at the outer front of the expandingcircular pool
of paraffin. In the intermediate stage, thesefingersadvance
substantially. Each finger is fed by a tube of flowing melted
paraffin. The rest of the paraffin stops and ultimately solid-

experiment, syrup flowed from the reservoir into the tube.

Syrupin the glasstube buildsup to a heighth that can be
easilymeasuredand flowsout throughthe bottom copper
tube. The frictional resistanceto flow takes placeprincipally in the copper tube becauseit is much smaller that the

glasstube. As the syrupflowsout, it is cooledby thermal
ifies. At a later time all but one of the tubes slow down and
conductionthrough the coppertube.
stop, and the melted paraffin flows only in one tube for as
The apparatuswasintendedto be a simpleupsidedown

longas the experiment
continues.The paraffineverywheremodelof a magmasystem.The glasstuberepresents
a comelsegraduallysolidifies.
pressiblemagmachamber,the heightof the free surfacein
Boththe laboratoryexperiments
andthe theoryindicate the glasstube represents
pressure
in the chamber,and the
that the flowrate mustlie withina certainrangefor insta- coppertubein the refrigerated
bathrepresents
magmaflowbility so that a suitablydefinedPecletnumberis of order ing to the surfaceof the Earth throughcracksor fissures.It
one. Bothflowbelowthisrange,andflowabovethisrange washopedthat if the refrigerator
wassufficiently
coldand
will produce
decaying
infinitesimal
perturbations.
Linearly if the syruphasa sufficiently
greatviscosity
uponcooling,

unstable flow can developoscillatory instabilities or spatially
periodic instabilities.
2. A LABORATORYEXPERIME•

WITH COOLED

CORN SYRUP

that an unsteadyflow woulddevelopevenif flow from the
reservoir was steady. Some estimate of how much viscosity changewas necessarywas obtained from the theoretical
considerations

in section 3.

First, simple run-down experimentswere conductedto
obtain some estimate of the resistance as a function of the

The apparatus(Figure1) consisted
of a verticalglasstube flow rate. Theoretical considerations in section 3 indicated
3.8 cm insidediameter and 1 m long locatedbelowa reser- that time dependencewas not to be expectedunlessresisvoir containing"Kar& brand cornsyrup. A variablecontrol tance could be made to be inverselyproportionalto flow
valveleadingfrom the reservoirallowedsyrupto fall into the rate. Figure2 shows
datafromtwo runs. The first (left)
glasstube at a controlledrate. Projectingout of the bot- had a bath temperatureset to 0'C, a roomtemperatureof
tom of the glasstube was a stopper with a hole and a 0.383

cm insidediametercoppertube. Variouslengthswereused.
The coppertube projecteddownwardand wasshapedlike
the letter "j•. The lowestpart to the "j• wasimmersedin
a refrigeratedthermostaticbath, and a flexibleplastictube
extendedfrom the end of the coppertube to a point outside the bath over a beaker placed to catch outflow. In an

24.1'Candwitha copper
tube30cmlong;thesecond
(right)

had a bath temperatureof -11.0'C, a roomtemperatureof

24.0'C, and a coppertube 14.5cm. long. Figures2a and
2b showheightversustime, from whichthe heightversus
velocityweredeterminedto giveFigures2c and 2d. For the

0'C run, the run-down
is closeto exponential
(whichone
wouldexpectfor a strictlyuniformviscosity).In contrast,
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Fig. 2. Results
fromtworundownexperiments
withdifferent
bathtemperatures.
Ontheleft,(Figures
2a,2c
and2e)thebathisatOøC,
andontheright(Figure
2b,2d,and2f)thebathisat -11.OøC.
Height
versus
timeis
plotted
in (Figures
2a,2b),height
versus
velocity
isplotted
in Figures
2c,2d),andlogheight
versus
logvelocity
is plotted for (Figures2e, 2f).

the -11.0øC run wassimilarto the first run for onlyroughly
the first thousandseconds,
then therewasa transitionto a

(Figures
2e,and2f). Fortherunat -11.0øC,
thetransi-

tionregion
fromfasttoslowrun-down
ischaracterized
bya
plateau
in
the
height-velocity
logarithmic
curve.
Considerverymuchslower
run-down.
Presumably
at thelatertime
developed
in thetheoretical
section
willillustrate
the
theviscosity
of thesyrupis verylargedueto cooling
in the ations
of the plateau.
copper
tube.Thedifference
between
thetwostates
is par- significance
When the volumeflux of the sourcewasset at a value
ticularly
clearontheheightversus
velocity
plot(Figures
2c,
corresponding
tothemiddle
oftheplateau,
theheight
osciland2d)andevenmoresowhenshown
asa log-log
plot
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latedwithtime. Figure3 shows
heightversus
time,height of heightversusvelocitywasmadefromthesedata, but it
to subtractthe constantvelocityof the source
versus
velocity
andthelogheightversus
logvelocity
forone wasnecessary
example.
Thisrunwasstartedasa run-down,
butthenthe from the time derivativeof the height recordto determine

velocityout of the endof the tube. This wasaccomplished
the abruptchange
in slopeimmediately
before
notedbythearrowshown
in Figure3a.Threecomplete
and bymeasuring

volumeflux fromthe reservoirwasturnedon at the time de-

nearlyidentical
oscillations
wereseenthereafter.
Theplot

from the run-downportionof the experiment.The plotsof
the logarithms(Figure3c) moreclearlyshowthe limit cycle
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ß

ß

oscillation on the plateau.
Additional runs have verified the reproducibility of the
oscillations when the parameters were set close to those in
Figure 3. When the flow rate of the sourcewasset at a value
outside the plateau or when the bath was set at 0øC, no
oscillationswere found, and the height would asymptotically
approach a steady value.
The experiments exhibited a transition from steady flow
to a more complicated flow when the velocity w ranged be-
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and after the arrow. The oscillationsproducea closedcurve

in height-velocity
spacethat lieson the top of the plateau
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tween0.003 and 0.03 cm/s. Pecletnumberswr]• (seesection 3) baseduponthe abovevelocities,a radiusr of 0.2 cm,

6O

andthermaldiffusivity• = I x 10-s cm2/s,rangefrom
0.6 to 6. The parameter
wr2/•L, whereL is thelengthof
4O

,
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the copper tube, ranged from 0.01 to 0.1.
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3.

The purpose of this section is to develop a theory for hot
fluid flowing through a slot that is cooled from the sidewalls. A slot, rather than a circular tube, is incorporated
so that spatial, as well as time-dependent, instabilities may
be investigated. It will be shown that both temporal and
spatial instabilities are expected for Peclet numbers within
a certain range.
Consider the simple system sketchedin Figure 4. A narrow slot with cooled walls is fed from below by fluid in a hot
chamber. The bottom of the chamber is fed by a uniform
volumetric flux per unit length Q. The slot width is d and
the slot height is L. Take the chamber to be elastic so that
pressure in the chamber is related to inflation or deflation
of the chamber by the formula
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Fig. 4. Sketchof theidealized
system.A constant
fluxQ comes
Fig. 3. Anexperiment
thatfirsthada run-down
andthenhad in
at the bottom of the chamber. It can flow up the slot with local

a steadysource
turnedonat thetimeshown
by thearrowin 3a.

w andcoolthroughthe sidewalls.It canalsoflowalong
Plottedare(a) heightandtemperature
versus
time,(b) height velocity
the chamber. The chamber has elastic walls.

versus
velocity,
and (c) logheightversus
logvelocity.
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have taken as a constant on the right-hand side in order to
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keep(1) linear. Here E is a positivecoefficientof elasticity,

and velocityv is the velocityalongthe chamberaxis. E -•

L

is analogousto glass tube area and p is analogousto H
in the experiment in section 2. In the chamber, we assume

Tcenterline

there is Poiseuille flow, so there is a balance between viscous

resistancefrom velocity v and along-chamberpressuredrop,
so that

..•,_
• Op
œ2c-- p 0y

(2)

where vH is the viscosity of the hot fluid in the chamber and

l• is a lengthscaleof thechamber.
Combining
(1) and(2),

E_•Op
•l•
0-"•'
-- Q- wd-!-v•p

0g 2

(3)

Ow

• +

12.(T)

d• • =

I Op
p 0z

I

0

If we assumethat the vertical flow in the slot is independent of the across-slotdirection, the viscousflow is governed
by

To

(4) Fig.

TH

Temperature

5. Sketch of the temperature of the wall and the temperature

of the centerline of the fluid for this idealized problem.

where the viscosity

. = .. + •(•r. - •r)

(•)

and T is the temperature of the fluid in the slot.

Itis
desired
to
find
the
pressure
drop
through
the
slot
/ •2to

VHL
+ •2'-•
'T'L- s,,}

(i.e., resistance
to the flow) as a functionof w. To do this,

•

it isnecessary
todetermined
thetemperature
in theslot,

12•//-•Lto

whichcan be found analyticallyundercertain assumptions.

w--< d-•w> •-•-(10)

First,welookat steadyflowthroughthe slotandassumewhichcanbe normalized
to

that the material is flowing as a uniform slab so that
OT

O2T

w"•'
z = • a;c2

(6)

Let the temperatureof the boundarydecreaselinearlyin the
z directionat a rate AT/L so
AT

T = Ts- -Z- •

•t

I• I= d/2

(7)

pod
•
•
p12vHLw,.

---•
for 1+ • 1to

-z

w < wr (11)
w > w,.

Here

8•L

A particularsolutionto (6) and (7) of the form

T= TH--•- z + 2•L

•rr

•
(8)

=

d•

(•2)

and

A

aAT

(13)
VH
exists. A homogeneous
solutionT (z, z) must be addedto
(8) match the boundaryconditionT = TH at z = 0. The Figure6 is a plot of equation(11) for threevaluesof A. An
homogeneous
solutiongivesthe boundarylayer adjustment important physical result is that for A > 6 pressurecan drop
at theentrance,anddecaysrapidlyto zerowith an e-folding off with an increase in velocity over the range

scale~ wd:•/• '•. Ratherthanusethe combersome
full solution,we will approximate
the centerline(z = 0), temper-

•

atureby TH for z < wd2/8• andby (8) with z = 0 for

=

•(•- ])• < -- < •
Wr

(•4)

wd•/8• < z • L. The temperature
of the sidew•landthe The lowerlimit of the inequalityis equal to 2/3 whenA = 6,

and is equal to 1/3 for A >> 6. In dimensionalterms this

centerlineis sketchedin Figure 5 .

It is helpfulto inspecta solutionto the momentumequa- gives a pressuredrop off with an increasein velocity for

tion (4) with Ow/Ot= 0 and• givenby (5). The tempera-

2

p -- •

PHdz+

Thus

s•

) dz

forA= 6

and

(•)

•t •

wd 2

•-< 8-•<1

ture •ong the centerlineis usedto give

1

wd2

•< 8-•-•< 1

forA •:•6

This parameter range is extremely important becausea
drop off in pressure with an increase in velocity leads to
various instabilities

to the uniform

flow as observed in the

experiment. The stability equations will now be derived.
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The flow resistance in the slot is
w<l

={ + -

--

(19)

w>l

The parameters 7 and • are given by

•=\d

2 ,/

(20)

•-•

and

(2•)

0

1

2

:

The parameter 7 is a measureof the ability of the chamber
to expand with pressure and • is a measure of the frictional
resistancealong the chamber.
3.1.

One-Dimensional

Flow

With no spatial dependence
(Olay -- 0), (17) and (18)
correspondto the experimentsdiscussedin section2. The
pressureis analogousto the height of fluid in the column.
The velocity w correspondsto the averagevelocity out of
the copper tube which is directly proportional to the rate of
changeof the level in the column.

Equations(17), with c9/c9y
-- O,and(18) canbecombined
to give

d2w
t dw
dfdw
I (w-Q)
_-0
dt•
dt
7

-1

(22)

This equation has the steady fixed-point solution
wo
-2

-1

0

=

Q

(23)

1

,,

po =

f(o)

It is straightforward
to showthat this steadysolutionis
Fig. 6. (a) Pressure
dropacross
theslotcalculated
fromequation linearlyunstablewhen
(11) asa functionof velocityof the fluid for the threevaluesA = 0
(solidcurve), 10 (dashedcurve), and 100 (dash-dotcurve). (b)

df

The samedataplottedaslog-log.

dw

(24)
u• 0

This inequality correspondsto a decreasein fricitional resis-

tance(or pressuredrop) with an increasein velocity.This
approximatedby the steadyresult(11), integratingthe mo- criterionis met by equation(11) for A > 6 in the range
givenby (14) and illustratedin Figure6,
mentumequation(4) from z = 0 to L gives
Assuming that the viscousresistancein the slot can be

The

L-•-+-•- vHL+2L L- 4r/

behavior

of the nonlinear

solution

can be deduced

by recognizingthat (22) is in the form of an equationde-

=• (15)scribinga mass-springsystemwith a nonlinearfriction coefficient,here given by df/dw. The topologyof df/dw is

Norm•izing (15) and the chamberpressure
equation(3) similarto the classic.
V•n der Pal equation(for example,see
with
Daviesand James,[1966]),with a regionof negativefriction bounded by increasingpositive friction outside of this
pd2

w'=w/W,.

p'=

Q'= Q/w•d

region. For Q in the linearly unstable regime a limit cycle

p12vHLw,•

y'= y/L

(16)

we get, after dropping the primes

becomenearlysinusoidal.
If otherparameters
arefixed,inc92
p

Op

oscillationwill alwaysdevelop. When A is large and f(w)
has a regionof large negativeslope,w will oscillatebetween
periodsof nearly constantlow flow and an eruptive phasein
which w increasesrapidly and then returns to the low flow.
As A approachesthe critical value of 6, the oscillationswill

c9y
:•

(17)

creasing7 causesthe period of the limit cycle to increase.
For Q in the stable regionsthe solution will asymptotically
approachthe steady fixed point.

(18)

(17) and (18) with O/Oy= O. Figure7a showsan example
with [A,Q, 7] = [50.0, 0.7, 1.0]. We pickedthe parame-

and

This behavior

+

=p

is illustrated

with

numerical

solutions

to
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pressure).Increasing3' (see(20)) corresponds
to a decrease
in the elasticity of the chamber compared to the viscousre-

5

sistancein the slot (measuredby either the momentumdif-

fusiontimede/es or the slotaspectratioL/d). The other

4,,

,,

parameters are unchangedfrom Figure 7. For larger 3', the
evolutions of p and w are similar to Figure 7. Increasing
3' causesthe period of oscillation to increase. During the
deflation phase, the falloff of w is slower than for 7 - 1.

;

!

IY,P

VISCOSITY

/

3

/
2

The p- w phaseplane(Figure8b) showsthat the solution
approachesthe high w branch of the steady solution during

1

deflation.

One final example is shown in Figures 9a, and 9b for

O,

0

40

50

TIME

5

smallerviscositycontrast[A, Q, 3']= [10.0, 0.7, 1.0]. For
this low value of A the solutions for p and w are nearly sinusoidal. The limit cycle in the p- w plane forms a near
ellipse around the unstable fixed point.
The behavior of the theoretical model is qualitatively similar to the experimental results shown in Figure 3. In Figures 3b and 3c the h- v phase plane plots show an apparent
limit cycle connectingtwo stable branchesdelineated by the
results of the rundown phase of the experiment. The h versust plot in Figure 3a showsan asymmetricalsawtooth pattern similar to p versust in Figure 7a. Slow periodsof build

up ef height(or pressure)areinterruptedby periodsof rapid

P

2.

',

.-"

,,

0

o

1

2

3

ffr,p

3

Fig. 7 (a) Numericalsolutionof (16) with o/oy = 0 •d
(17) for p (dashedcurve)and to (solidcurve) with (A,Q,'•) =
(50.0,0.7,1.0). (b) p- to phaseplaneplot of the solution(solid
curve). The steadystate relationp0 = f(w) from (18) is also
shown(dashedcurve).
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ter A large so there is a sizeableincreasein viscosity. The
parameter Q = 0.7 has been picked so the steady flow w0
is near the center of the unstableregion. The parameter 7
was.arbitrarily set to 1. The solutionquickly achievesa limit
cyclein which the flow periodicallyhas spikesof high flow,
separatedby periodsof low flow. The pressurep followsan
asymmetricalsawtoothpattern with a slowincreaseduring
the stable low flow phaseand a rapid decreaseduring the
eruptive phase. Figure 7b showsthe corresponding
limit cy-

de in the p- w phaseplane.The steadyrelationp0 = f(w)
is also plotted. The solution closely follows the stable low

b)
4

3

P
2

flowbranchof thesteadysolution,
jump{ng
quicklyacross
the unstableregion,then loopingback to the stablelow flow
branch. DecreasingQ increasesthe period of oscillation,and
the eruptive phaseoccursover a smallerfraction of the period. The qualitativecharacterof the solutionis unchanged
from Figure 7. IncreasingQ has the oppositeeffect. The period decreasesand duration of the eruptive phaseincreases.

1

0
0

I
1

I
2

I
3

4

Increasing(decreasing)Q causesthe chamberto refill more
quickly(slowly).
Figures 8a, and 8b are for a casewith 7 = 5 so the cham-

ber is "weaker" (i.e., more expansivewith an increasein

Fig. 8. Same as Figures 7a and 7b except (A,Q,•y) =
(50.0, 0.7, 5.0) so the chamberis more expansive.
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Fig. 10. Plot of the growthrate Re(el) from (27) as a function

of k2. HereRe(•l) is dividedby 1/2d.f/dwIw0 and k2 is divided

b)

by • df/dwIwo.Fottrvalues
oftheparazneter
'•/4 df/dwIwoare
illustrated. All curves asymptote to 2 for large wavenumbers.

Takingw• = W• eiky+•rt,whereW1 is a constant,
P

quadraticdispersionrelationis obtainedfrom (26). The

2

two roots •r•,2 are given by

to o

/

+ ; •ww
•o

I

I
1

o

Fig.

9.
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+5k2
]
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- • ] +•k•ww
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The real part of the plus root, •r•, is alwayslarger than the
other root, •r2, so we will consider•r• only. For k = 0 we
recoverthe one-dimensional
result that df/dwltoo < 0 is

Sameas Figures7a and 7b except(A,Q,-y) = req•tiredfor instability.For k = 0 and 7 •' 1,

(lO.O,o.•, 1.o).

o'•-- ddf
4-0 (7-1)
W too
deflation and eruption. Note that when the height rapidly
decreases,the temperature of the outflowingfluid rapidly
rises. Finally, the plateau in the rundown experimentscor-

(28)

and when 7 >> 1,

1 df
R•(,•) = 2 dw
responds to a jump from the fast to the slow branch. Of
too
course,the model is highly idealized, but it does reproduce
This root is growing oscillations.
the main features of the experiment.
3.2.

Two-Dimensional

Analysisfor k y• 0 showsthat df/dw Itoo< 0 is still a
necessaryconditionfor instability. Since• alwaysmultiplies

Flow

We now return to the two-dimensional problem and ask
whether spatial perturbations can grow. If spatial instabilities do grow the flux of fluid from an eruption would be
spatiMly concentrated, resulting in along-slot fingering.

k2, it canbe removed
by rescaling
y andtherefore
will be
setto 1 in (27). For k •, 1, (27) becomes
df

O'1
• --•WW
too+

(30)

First, (17) and (18) are linearizedabout the steadysoluand the root is purely real.
tion (23) with
For k • O(1) the behavioris slightlymore complicated.
W ---- W0 4-

(25)

for k = 0(1) decre,es untH a band of wavenumbers
have

P = Po 4- ep•

Re(a,) < 0. When7 > 4/(df/dw I•o)' theroots•e purely
•M. Wh•n • < 4/(df/d• I•o th• rootsarecomplex
(i.e.,

where e >> 1, and one equation for w• is found

02w•

df

oscillatory)
for5k• < 2 7-'/• + 7 (df/dw1•o) andreMfor

Ow•

'r Ot• +'•ww,ooat

largerk•. The transition
occurs
at k corresponding
to the
(26)

•

w•
too
'----•OY 4.w= 0
oaw• ag•_•fwl
o=

OIOy
2

Figure10 illustratesthe behaviorof Re(•). For 7 • 1,
Re(•) is independent
of k. As 7 decre,esthe growthrate

minimumof Re(•) shownin Figure 10.
The linearstabilityanMysisof the two-dimensionM
proN
lemshowsthat a fingeringinstabilityresultingin the laterM
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concentration off outflow is possible. However, the linear
analysis does not give a single wave number of maximum

growth and therefore does not suggesta dominant length
scale. A more completeanalysisin the nonlinearregime, or
an improvedmodel incorporatinglateral flow within the slot
is necessary.

Before ending, it must be pointed out that the overall
features of the results are not dependent upon the specific
thermal model of the slot that has been adopted here. A
second calculation has been made that parameterizes the
temperature of fluid rising through the slot with a model
equation of the form

aT= -c • (T- Tw)

(31)

where w is velocity through the slot and Tw is the wall
temperature. The constant C' is a geometricalvariable that
was set for convenienceequa• to 1. The solution is

T = Tw+ (T. - Tw)

cular front rapidly developedlittle notches(Plate lb) that
signifieda suddendecreasein velocity at a point on the circle. Next to these notches,there was shortly a rapid growth

of radialfinger-likebulges(Plate 1c) with roundtips. Ten or
12 fingersgrew within 4 s but many of them stoppedgrowing duringthe next 4 seconds
(Plate 1d). The onlychangein
the pattern subsequentlywas that four fingers reached the
edge of the tank, the rest gradually froze. Oil-solubledye
was injected into the paraffin source, and it was observed
that when the dye had arrived in the cell, 28 s after Plate

l d, most flux was into the two largestfingers(Plate l e).
The dye had begun to intrude into a third tube, but it apparently stopped shortly after arriving in the cell. Forty
secondslater, dye of another color was injected, and by that

time, flow wasonly goingout of onefinger(Plate lj). For
40 s more, flow out through that finger continuedin a clearly
defined channel with little apparent change.
J.œ. Quantitative Measurements

where TH is temperature of the fluid in the chamber.
For this thermal model it was necessaryto have viscosity
dependenceupon temperature be representedas a quadratic

To measure the progressionof the front, distances were
taken from the photographs with dividers and tabulated.
For the photographswith an almost circular intrusion, the
function
extremes of the radius were measured. For the finger cases,
the distance of the tip of every finger from the outside of
. = .. +
- T) +
T)=
(.9.3) the feeding tube was measured and one measurement was
also taken in between each pair of fingers. The results are
in order to obtain a relationshipbetweensteady pressure shown in Figure 11. During the time when the front was
drop p0 and w that is anologous
to (10). If •3is set to zero, circular, the front advancedas it would from simple laws of

thereis no regionof decreasing
pressuredrop to increasing •on•e•.•ionofma•; •.•ine•ith thefo•m,• r = (Qt/•h)•
w and thereforeno instability will develop.

is shownfor comparison.In this formula the volume flux Q

is 5.5 cm3 s-• timeis t andgapwidth h is 0.241cm. As the

fingersdeveloped,the fronts on the fingersspeededup, and
the front betweenfingerssloweddown and finally stoppedat
which time the paraffin appeared to begin to solidify at the
Experiments with liquid paraffin have been conducted
stoppedregions. As time commenced,many of the smaller
that demonstratea transitionfrom uniformflow to fingering
fronts of fingers a•sostopped, but the remaining ones sped
flow as time progresses.The apparatus consistedof a 1.2 cm
up even more. The width of the fina• channelas marked by
thick square rolled aluminum plate 61 cm on a side placed
the coloreddye varied along the channelfrom 1.4 to 1.7 cm.
horizontally in a pan of ice water so that the undersideof the
A simple explanation of why the instability must happen
plate was in contact with the water. The temperature of the
is that the paraffin would become cold and very viscousif
ice water is estimated to be approximately 5øC in contact
it remained in circular flow because then it would stay in
with the plate, sincethe ice floated only around the edgesof
the gap for more than a thermal time constant. However,it
the plate. The plate was carefully placed in the water so no
was clear that the paraffin had never completely solidified
air was trapped under it, and then it was carefully leveled.
anywhere during this run; it just appears to experiencea
The leveling was essentialbecausepreliminary experiments
4.

EXPERIMF_•TS WITH PARAFFIN

had raised the question of whether the direction of flow was

influencedby poor leveling. A 1.1-cm-thicksquareplexiglas
plate 46 cm on a side was clamped over the aluminum with
spacersbetween the aluminum and plexiglas so a narrow
gap 0.241 4- 0.007 cm remained. A hole drilled in the center
of the plexiglas was connectedby heated hose to a reservoir
containing melted paraffin. A camerawas positioned above
the apparatus to take photographsevery 4 s.
4.1.

Qualitative Observations

As a run commenced, paraffin was delivered to the hole at

dramatic increase in bulk viscosity as it cools. Assuming
that both the lid and the aluminum plate cool the paraf-

fin as it flows along the slot, the value of the thermal time
constant for the paraffin in a gap of 0.241 cm can be esti-

matedfromthe formulah2/4k. Usingthe abovevalueof h
and k = 0.0004cm9's-•, the time constantis 36 s. In the
experiment the interface become unstable after 16 s. Also,
the fina• channel of approximately 1.5 cm width admits a

flow from the hole to the edgeof the plate of about 15 cm/s.
Therefore, fluid leavesthe region after being in the slot for
less than 2 seconds,a time that is short compared to the
time constant estimated above. Of course, these numbers

a rate of 5.5 cm3 s-•. For approximately
the first 16 s, the have considerable uncertainties and are meant to be only
paraffin spread out in a growing pattern that was close to

approximate, but the simple concept that a flow pattern is

perfectlycircular(Plate l a). Smalldeviationsfrom perfect formed that would allow fluid to escape before it cools is
circles appeared to be produced from surface tension effects
arising from slight irregularities in the texture of the black
painted aluminum, but these deviations produced less than

consistent with the experiment.

10% deviationin the radius of the circle. After 16 s, the cir-

r = 13 cm, the radius when fingering developed, and L is

We alsoestimatethe parameter
groupud9'/8•L at which
the fingerswere first detected. Here u = 3Q/4rrd, where
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upon cooling.The hypothesisby McBirney [1984]that flow
through a dyke is fundamentally unsteady and is either gradually blocked or melts away the wall, as developed by Bruce

and Huppert[1989],seemsto be the closestactual application. A study by Lowell[1990]attributesfocusingof feeder

20

fluid to black smokersto contraction upon coolingof the vent
walls and thus is similiar in spirit to the present study, but

alludesto a differentmechanism.Recentgravity data [Lin,
et al., 1984]showthat the accretionof magmaat a series

10

i
10

0
0

i
20

3o

of segment along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is focused at discrete centers along the spreading axis. Whether this arises
from the present mechanism or from diapirism from deeper

in the mantle [Whiteheadet al., 1984]is unknown.Finally,
R. Kent (private communication1990) has pointedout to
Plate 1. Photographs
of the evolutionof paraffinflowingwith us the presenceof lamprophyreintrusionsin the Damodar
constant
volumeflux througha cooledslotfroma pointsource.Valleyof north eastIndia whosecylindricalmelt tubeshave

From
lefttoright:(a)At 12s afterstartoftheexperiment
a apparently
arisen
fromlow-viscosity
meltpenetrating
into
circularintrusionis seen. (b) At 16 s two small notcheshave

grown.
(c)By20snumerous
fingers
break
out.(d)At24sthecarbonaceous
sediments.
Whether
these
canbeunderstood

fingers
havegrownconsiderably.
(e) At 52 s, dyereveals
there in the contextof thismechanism
is still open.
is flow through two channels;there is also evidencethat third

We close by noting there is still an enormous number of

channel
stopped
justasthedyeentered
thetank. (f) At 92s, problems
to bedone.Thefiniteamplitude
behavior
is not
darker dye revealsthat there is flow in only one channel.

understood yet nor is the full two-dimensionalstability prob-

lem. We wonderwheter these problemsare very sensitive
alsoset to this radius. Using thesevalvesand the valuesof
Q, • and d from above, we get

ud•

3Qd

8•œ

32•rr2•

to geometry. Can fluid intrusions through porous flow develop similiar instabilities if the interaction between fluid
and porous medium increaseshydraulic resistance?
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